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To whom it may concern:

I began my quest for corporate magnets dealing with a company halfway across the country that
cost $100 more than 1-888-MAGNETS and gave me half the quantity Dan and Terri could for that
price. To top it off, they would not change the design of the magnet how I wanted! They wanted to
charge me a setuP fee, ex'.ra for any colors, and it took over a *e.k t" get proofs sent to rne *€+er
making changes.
After dealing \Mith them, I decided I wanted to have all marketing items done locally. Reasoning
a local shop would be happy to have our business and would do a good job; in addition, I would
have a real person to address if something went wrong. While searching for a local vendor, I found
Terti and Dan's website.

I was a little leery of choosing to deal with a vendor who is again, halfivay across the country.
Dan gave me the nalnes and telephone numbers of a couple of their clients who are located on the
West Coast. I called them and they ptomptly returned my calls with rave reviews. Dan was so
enthusiastic on the telephone that after hearing what those clients had to say, I had to give 1-888MAGNETS

a chance.

I am so huppy I gave them a chance; they made me look like a hero. It was like having someone
local they did such an exceptional job. They came up with a great design idea, the magnets look great
and they did exactly what changes I asked without waiting a week to return my request. They did not
charge me extra for setup fees or extra colors; I recommend them to anyone who is looking for no
hassle ptomotional items. Dan and Terri are so fast, I felt like I was holding them up instead of
waiting on them for information at times.
Thanks again, Dan and Terri. I wish you a lot of success; you do such a great iob!
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